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Standard Tuning

Chords usd:
    EADGBe
Bbm: 002210
Bb7: 002020
Bbm7:002010
C#:  032010
Ebm: 000231
G#:  320033

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Intro: [Ebm - Bbm]x4

Verse 1 chords:
           Ebm          Bbm                        Ebm 
And if you go go go, I wait, I wait, I wait till you show
          Bbm
You gotta show
             Ebm 
And when you don t, don t, don t
  Bbm                     Ebm                  Bbm
I never ever really wanna   know, the reason falls
     Ebm            Bbm                     Ebm    Bbm
What reason makes, bumped you in from the cold
         Ebm             Bbm                      Ebm 
When its no, no, no, no way, no way, no way is that go
    Bbm7       Bb7      Ebm
Its over, its over, I know

Chorus 1 chords:
Ebm               Bbm



Good, good wait, she s awful intrigue
  G#             C#         Ebm
A little bit of room, but only for me
Ebm            Bbm
Took me down, piece by piece
G#       C#     Ebm
Pulling back, lost in grief

Verse 3: [use verse 1 chords]
When I fall, fall, fall, it takes me really now to know
A time at all
And when you stall, stall, stall, it s never really quite as I d hope
I d never know
What reasons make, bumped you in from the cold
When it s no, no, no, no way, no way, no way is that go
It s over, it s over, I know

Chorus 1: [use verse 2 chords]
Get your way, deep salute, clear a path, only for me
Favorite cat, open and free, dig in the ground
Black one s soul

Bridge 1 chords:
Eb        Bb                  Eb
Thru the light, stone comes relief
         G#                       Eb
Wait and see, you re never gonna guess
      G#        Eb              Bb
But I feel I d rather be with you
Eb     Bb                   Eb
As it grows, ground opens up
         G#                Eb
Crowd of trees building a nest
      G#        Eb              Bb
And I feel I d rather be with you

Interlude:

    Eb             G#      Eb           Bb
e|------------------------------------------|
B|------------------------------------------|
G|--7/6-6/4-4/2-2---0----7/6-6/4-4/2--------| x4, then
D|----------------0------------------0-4/2--|

    Eb          Bb          G#    Eb     Eb          Bb          G#  Eb
e|----------------------------------------------------------------|
B|----------------------------------------------------------------|
G|----------2-------------4------------------2-------------4--4/7-|



D|--4/5-4/5----2--2/4-0------7-4-----4/5-4/5----2--2/4-0----------|

Verse 4:
             Eb                     Bb                         Eb
And then you came, came, came, way back from the weight that you wear
         Bb
It never went
            Eb                          Bb
And when it rained, rained, rained, we stayed inside
                      Eb                 Bb
And hoped you for the best, in case its rests
         Eb             Bb                      Eb     Bb
When the forests came, closed outside in it s hands
         Eb                   Bb                           Eb
So we ll wait, wait, wait, until the undergrowth runs us away
         G#        Bb                         Eb  
Runs us away, and takes us back in where we wait

Outro: [use Bridge 1 chords]
Thru the light, stone comes relief
Wait and see, you re never gonna guess
But I feel I d rather be with you
As it grows, ground opens up
Crowd of trees building a nest
And I feel I d rather be with you


